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ABSTRACT

Developing manufacturing simulation models usually requires experts with knowledge of multiple areas including manufacturing, modeling, and simulation software. The expertise requirements increase for virtual factory models that include representations of manufacturing at multiple resolution levels. This paper reports on an initial effort to automatically generate virtual factory models using manufacturing configuration data in standard formats as the primary input. The execution of the virtual factory generates time series data in standard formats mimicking a real factory. Steps are described for auto-generation of model components in a software environment primarily oriented for model development via a graphic user interface. Advantages and limitations of the approach and the software environment used are discussed. The paper concludes with a discussion of challenges in verification and validation of the virtual factory prototype model with its multiple hierarchical models and future directions.

1 INTRODUCTION

A number of past and recent initiatives, such as smart manufacturing (SMLC 2012) and Industrie 4.0 (Mario, Tobias, and Boris 2015) have identified modeling and simulation as key to the advancement of manufacturing. Some have proposed the use of simulation at multiple levels within manufacturing, ranging from physics-based models of the manufacturing process at a very detailed level to high level supply chain models and everything in between.

The development of simulation models of manufacturing systems requires expertise in multiple areas including manufacturing operations, conceptual modeling of manufacturing systems at the right level of abstraction, and implementation of the conceptual model using appropriate simulation software. The expertise requirement goes up substantially if multiple levels of manufacturing are to be modeled. The expertise requirement can be a deterrence to wider use of simulation in manufacturing. It could be a roadblock for the move towards smart manufacturing and Industrie 4.0.

A virtual factory has been presented as a multi-resolution simulation model of a corresponding real factory with the capability to model with high fidelity if desired (Jain et al. 2015). Such a virtual factory model can provide the modeling and simulation capabilities envisaged in smart manufacturing and Industrie 4.0. However, at present developing a virtual factory model may only be an option for large corporations with substantial budgets given the high expertise requirement.

This paper proposes automatic generation of virtual factory models based on data as a way to reduce the expertise requirement and thus facilitate the increased use of simulation. This is admittedly not a new idea. There have been solutions from commercial vendors of discrete event simulation (DES) software in the past that generated factory models when provided with a data file in their proprietary data formats. This
effort proposes going beyond the prior offerings in two key ways. First, the effort proposes the use of standard formats for input data describing the subject manufacturing system. Second, the generated model is proposed to be a virtual factory model as defined with multi-resolution capabilities rather than the single level models available in commercial offerings. The current implementation of the concept is a first step with limited scope with use of only a couple standards towards achieving the proposed capability.

The next section discusses relevant efforts reported in the literature over the last year. Section 3 discusses the proposed overall approach to achieve the vision of virtual factory and provides an overview of the approach for the current implementation. The implementation using AnyLogic, the selected software for this initial step, is then described in detail in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion of future work to continue implementation of the virtual factory concept.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Publications relevant to this effort that have appeared over the last year are briefly reviewed in this section. The relevant areas are virtual factory and the key enabling capabilities of multi-resolution modeling, hybrid simulation, and automatic model generation. Readers are referred to Jain and Shao (2014) and Jain et al. (2015) for reviews of relevant literature prior to last year.

2.1 Virtual Factory

Jain and Shao (2014) presented four different connotations of virtual factory in the extant literature: as a high fidelity simulation as used in this paper, as a virtual organization, as a virtual reality (VR) representation, and as an emulation facility. Over the last year, publications using the four different connotations have continued to appear, but a much higher proportion of papers use the definition of virtual factory as a high fidelity simulation, with papers using the virtual reality representation definition in second place. There are multiple papers that combine the high fidelity simulation and virtual reality representation connotation and some even extend to include the emulation aspect. A representative sample of relevant publications, that use the first definition of virtual factory are primarily reviewed here.

Terkaj, Tolio, and Urgo (2015) present an ontology-based virtual factory that is continuously updated to reflect the events of the corresponding real factory. They used ARENA as the DES software together with a 3D animation. The virtual factory can be used for predictive analysis, for example evaluating management decisions on production plans and maintenance. While a capability for a multi-scale representation is mentioned, it does not appear to cover the process-machine-cell/line-factory hierarchy. Oyekan et al. (2015) utilize WITNESS simulation software connected to Visionary Renderer VR software package to create a high fidelity simulation of the factory floor. It does not appear to allow multiple resolution modeling but it does appear to have some of the core capabilities of a virtual factory as defined here.

Ayadi et al. (2015) present an information system developed using WinDev for supporting a digital factory. They place an emphasis on the product development process with the supporting information system providing access to the product and process information. The production simulation uses an unnamed software and appears to provide the capability to support multiple resolution levels including plant, line, station, and task. While the authors recognize the need for interoperability and base the concepts on standards, the data interfaces for the current system are custom developments. Constantinescu, Francalanzab, and Matarazzoc (2015) propose to develop the virtual factory using Systems Modeling Language (SysML) and TOPCASED open source software and emphasize the knowledge capturing and human system interface aspects to support decision makers using the results from modeling and simulation. The use of open source software may require a large effort to reach to the level of capabilities available in commercial simulation software, but it is a worthwhile effort for making the developments available to a wider community.

Some publications focus on the “digital factory” concept, suggesting the extensive use of modeling and simulation in a manufacturing context but with a product development perspective. Gregor, Hereko, and Grznar (2015) suggest that a digital factory uses data from simulation while a virtual factory uses data from
a real factory, though such a distinction was not found in other publications. Kádár, Terkaj, and Sacco (2013) present an alternate view and define digital factory tools as modules of virtual factory for data communication including supporting synchronization of real and virtual representations. Matsuda and Kimura (2015) use a digital factory for evaluating sustainability of manufacturing systems and production plans. The system is implemented using the commercial multi-agent simulator “artisoc” and provides the levels of granularity for the simulation at the factory, machine, and product levels. Matsuda and Kimura (2015) appear to use the terms “digital factory” and “virtual factory” interchangeably though most literature differentiates between the two concepts.

While the efforts focusing on a virtual factory connotation other than as a high fidelity simulation are not discussed, a good source for papers identifying virtual factory as a VR representation is the review provided by Choi, Jung, and Do Noh (2015) encompassing 154 papers over last couple of decades discussing the application of VR to manufacturing.

2.2 Multi-Resolution Modeling
Schönemann et al. (2016) present a multi-level framework for manufacturing system simulation and identify the data exchanges among the disparate simulation models at different levels. The framework presented includes a few other models beyond manufacturing, such as product, building, and technical building services (TBS), to provide a holistic approach. The example is quite similar to that presented in Jain et al. (2015) including the use of AnyLogic software, Java code for the process model, agent based simulation (ABS) to model the machine level, and DES models for the cell/process chain level. They appear to use custom interfaces for data, which can lead to a large effort when using the approach for a new scenario.

Alvandi et al. (2015) use a similar approach with an example implementation of their proposed hierarchical modeling framework for the analysis of material and energy flows in manufacturing systems. They also use AnyLogic software, an ABS model for the unit process level (similar to machine level), and a DES model for the process chain level. Their factory level model includes the TBS, production planning & control, and transport modules. They access data for the models directly from enterprise resource planning (ERP) and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. Their approach may require substantial effort to apply in scenarios with different ERP and SCADA systems.

The independent use of similar set-ups in the two efforts discussed above provides support for the approach used in Jain et al. (2015). The use of standards in such efforts will facilitate collaboration and implementation.

2.3 Hybrid Simulation
The use of hybrid simulation, that is multiple simulation paradigms in the virtual factory models, leads to the challenge of their effective integration. In this work, the use of AnyLogic software has enabled hybrid simulation to be used without having to use a distributed simulation mechanism such as that used by Rabelo et al. (2015) for a hierarchical model of a supply chain with the higher level modeled using system dynamics paradigm in Vensim and the functional details modeled using DES in ARENA.

Abduaziz et al. (2015) also utilize hybrid simulation for a green logistics assessment. However, in their work the supply chain system dynamics model developed in iThink doesn’t run concurrently with the factory DES model in Arena. The two models are executed iteratively with information exchanges among the two models. The work supports the idea of using simulation paradigms appropriate to the level of detail.

2.4 Automatic Model Generation
A number of efforts over the past couple decades have implemented mechanisms for automatic generation of simulation models corresponding to manufacturing systems. Barlas and Heavey (2016) provide a recent review of efforts to automate input data to DES for manufacturing. They define five categories for the
purpose: intermediary database, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) programs, developed applications, data interfaces/standard translators, and direct integration. The current implementation for the reported effort in this paper primarily falls in the data interface/standard translators category particularly for the cell level model. The use of standards based interfaces is anticipated to allow for wider use of the proposed virtual factory capability.

Overall, the efforts reported in the literature in the four relevant areas over the last year support the direction of the work reported here.

3 APPROACH

3.1 Objectives

The objective of this part of the work is to automatically generate a virtual factory model, using data from the real factory in applicable standard formats, with the capability of generating output data streams based on other applicable standards formats. The automatic generation of the virtual factory model is intended to go beyond the previous efforts involving automatic generation of single level factory simulations by generating a multi-resolution model and using standard formats of input files.

The target multi-resolution model currently has three levels: process, machine, and cell. The machine and cell levels align with work unit and work center objects respectively defined as part of the equipment hierarchy in International Society for Automation’s (ISA) ISA-95 and ISA-88 standards (MESA 2010). The process level aligns with the actual production process defined as Level 0 of ISA-95 Functional Hierarchy Model in MESA (2010). The cell level can also represent the production part of a small factory. However, per the definition provided in Jain et al. (2015), the factory level model should also include functions other than production, and hence it is being referred to as the cell level. The definitions of levels used in this paper are summarized in Table 1. The target standard for reading in cell level configuration data is the Core Manufacturing Simulation Data (CMSD) standard from Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO 2012). Custom files are being used for machine information pending identification of an appropriate standard. The process level behavior information is currently embodied in the model components themselves while the operation information is provided using STEP-NC standard. Again, standards appropriate for representing process level information will be identified in near future. The output data stream with detailed time-stamped information of events such as part and tool movements at the machine level is being generated based on MTConnect standard (MTConnect 2012).

Table 1: Resolution levels modeled and their characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>ISA-95/ISA-88 objects/term</th>
<th>Modeled phenomena</th>
<th>Key entity</th>
<th>Time-scales modeled</th>
<th>Simulation paradigm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell</td>
<td>Work Center</td>
<td>Production of batches of parts through a multi-step process plan</td>
<td>Part batch</td>
<td>Minutes to hours</td>
<td>DES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>Work Unit</td>
<td>Production of parts at a single machine including batch and part setup and ejection</td>
<td>Part</td>
<td>Seconds to minutes</td>
<td>DES/ ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>Actual Production Process</td>
<td>Physics of the transformation processes such as turning and milling for individual parts</td>
<td>Part features</td>
<td>Milliseconds to seconds</td>
<td>Continuous based on equations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Levels above the cell level such as department/line and factory (corresponding to area and site respectively in ISA-95) are anticipated to be represented using DES. Levels higher than factory such as
enterprise and supply chain may be represented using system dynamics simulation. The higher levels will be addressed in future.

3.2 Approach for Current Implementation

Automated model generation at factory level has been done in the past as mentioned earlier. Past implementations modeled each process plan step using generic representations such as serial or batch processes with defined times for set-up and operations. The generated models were generally presented as logic networks without the benefit of an animated layout based on the scenario. While such an approach can work for factory level models, the generic representation will not work at the process level given the wide variety of manufacturing processes and their unique parameters. For example, material removal operations require modeling of cutting forces based on cutting speed and feed rate, while an injection molding process may require modeling of pressure on the molten material and cooling rates. The physics at the process level is thus widely different and will require a unique meta-model or equations to represent them. One would thus need a library of machine level models with associated process level models as suggested by Matsuda and Kimura (2015). Selected machine level models can be included in the virtual factory model as needed based on the data from the real factory to be modeled.

The proposed automatic generation approach can broadly be described as below:

- Read the manufacturing system configuration data via an interface supporting in a standard format
- Read in machine parameter and process level data
- Assemble the factory or cell level logic network based on the input process plans data
- Link the factory or cell level logic network to individual machine and corresponding process models using the corresponding models available in the library
- Render the layout of the facility based on the information from the configuration data with links to the logic network
- Execute the model with selected parameters such as resolution level and output formats selected by users via run-time interaction

The current approach is summarized in Figure 1. At present this approach makes a number of assumptions on the material flow control. For example, dispatching and priority rules at different cells are set by default, and a common queue is used for all machines in the cell. These will be addressed in future.

![Figure 1: Current approach for automated model generation.](image-url)
The targeted use of multiple paradigms to implement the multi-resolution models prompted the use of AnyLogic software to avoid the complexity of distributed simulation at this stage as was discussed in Jain et al. (2015). Like many other current commercial simulation software packages, AnyLogic appears to emphasize interactive model building via the graphical user interface (GUI). The coding of automated generation hence turned out to be challenging, and at times some aspects of automated generation appeared impossible to implement. The lessons learned from the efforts to implement the automatic generation capabilities are detailed out in the next section to aid other research teams who may be attempting similar implementations.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, an example of a machine shop is used to illustrate the implementation process for the corresponding virtual factory. The first sub-section presents the example followed by discussion in subsequent sub-sections of an algorithm to automatically generate a virtual factory model primarily from a CMSD file. The algorithm is capable of building models representing machine shop scenarios described via CMSD files as long as each cell is not composed of more than 5 machines. The current limitation of 5 machines per cell is due to the use of AnyLogic SelectOutput5 block in the auto generation code. This limitation may be removed using a hierarchy of SelectOutput and SelectOutput5 blocks in the generated code based on the number of machines per cell.

4.1 Model Example

Figure 2 shows the logic network in an AnyLogic model that represents a machine shop. This machine shop is composed of a turning machine cell and a milling machine cell. The parts processed in this workshop have two operations. They are machined first in the turning cell and then in the milling cell. The parts are processed in batches of varying sizes.

Figure 2: Example of a machine shop.
The logic network representation of the workshop starts with a *Source* block to model arrivals of batches. Upon arrival the batches wait in the raw material storage area represented by a *Delay* block. This *Delay* is used as a queue and holds the batch until a turning machine is available. Since the turning machine cell is composed of four machines, a *SelectOutput* block (an output selector with 5 conditional outputs) is used to decide to which machine the batch should go. After the turning machine cell, the batch moves to the work in progress area represented by another *Delay* block, where it stays until a milling machine is available. Again, since the milling machine cell is composed of 2 machines, a *SelectOutput* block (an output selector with two conditional outputs) is used to select the available machine. After completion of the second operation, the batch moves to the finished goods area where batches are waiting for pick up. This area is represented with yet another *Delay* block. The shipping of batches from the workshop to customers is represented by batches leaving the model via a *Sink* block.

### 4.2 Data Input Interface

The interface has the capability to parse a CMSD file that describes the machine shop. The interface collects the required information to build the model such as the part characteristics, information on the cells, and specifications of the machines that compose each cell. Since CMSD is Extensible Markup Language (XML) based, parsing a CMSD file requires the ability to go through XML documents. A Java parser has been developed to go through a CMSD file for the machine shop and collect the information required to automatically build the corresponding virtual factory model.

### 4.3 Machine Level Model Library

Per the virtual factory definition used in this work the model should allow execution at the factory level as represented in Figure 2, at the individual machine level, and at the associated process level. The representation at machine level requires provision of a machine model library that allows selection and use of the machine level model corresponding to that defined in the data. At this prototype stage, only two machine level models are included in the library that represent turning machines and milling machines. These objects can be included in the logic network. Jain et al. (2015) introduced a turning machine model. Lechevalier et al. (2015) described a milling machine model that was developed following the same approach as the turning model. These two models are the first entries in the library. The machine level models follow the simple statechart represented in Figure 3.

![Statechart of the machine level models.](image)

The transition times for batch and part setups and ejection are populated via the CMSD file. The machining time per part can be populated via the CMSD file for modeling at the machine level or generated via the associated process level model. Separate files including the STEP-NC instruction file and machine specification file with data such as feed rate, cutting speed, and depth of cut, are used by the process level model where algorithms simulate the physics of the process (turning or milling) and compute machining time and power consumption. The time generated at the process level can be used to update the part machining time at the machine level, and in turn the part times at machine level can be used to update the batch processing time at the factory level. The model library can be easily extended with additional models to include additional types of machines and associated processes.
4.4 Auto Generation of Logic Network

The logic network to represent the machine shop is automatically generated based on the data parsed from the CMSD file. First, the algorithm builds and customizes the batch Source block. Once the source is built, the algorithms build the last Delay and the Sink of the model. The last Delay represent the finished goods area where a batch is waiting for pick up. The sink represents the end of the flow in the factory level model.

After building these objects the algorithm develops representations of the cells of the machine workshop. Cells can be composed of different numbers of machines. This implementation offers the capability to build a cell having up to five machines as mentioned earlier. Depending on the number of machines, the algorithm chooses the appropriate components in the process modeling library available in AnyLogic. The cell is represented with a selected set of objects including a Delay block, an output selector (that can be SelectOutput or SelectOutput5 block), and machine level agents from the library to represent the machines in the cell. First, the algorithm creates the appropriate number of machines using the available agent-based models. The agent based models are initially created with no parameters. The parameters are populated later at the beginning of the simulation execution. This was done to work around the AnyLogic procedure that initialized all the automatically generated agents at the start of simulation execution. The procedure does not appear to affect the agents generated through the GUI in the same manner. This is another example of code manipulation required for automatic generation of the model.

Once the machines are generated, the algorithm builds associated Delay blocks. The Delay is customized to hold the batch as long as all machines of the cell are busy. As soon as one machine is available, the Delay block lets a batch go. If a cell is composed of one or two machine, the algorithm builds a SelectOutput which provides two conditional paths as outputs. The condition to decide which way the batch should go consists of checking if the first machine of the cell is available. If not, the batch goes to the second machine. If both machines are busy, the batch stays in the related Delay block. If the cell is composed of more than two machines, the algorithm builds a SelectOutput5 that provides five conditional paths as outputs. After the implementation of objects and the required customization to include the conditions, the Delay and the output selector within each cell model are connected to each other. The algorithm also connects the output selector and the machines that compose the cell.

Next, the cell models are connected as required by the part flows. The algorithm collects the parts and associated process plans from the CMSD file to determine the connections between the cells. It establishes connections between the batch Source block and the Delay block (if the cell is the first one in the flow) or the machines from the previous cell and the Delay block (if the cell is not the first one). If this cell is the last cell of the line, the output paths of the machines are connected to the last Delay block that represents the finished goods area. The approach allows for simple configurations currently. The algorithm will be enhanced iteratively in the future to support more complex logic networks.

4.5 Auto Generation of Layout

The algorithm builds a 2D representation of the machine shop using the information in the layout area of the CMSD file. The algorithm defines shapes to represent the different areas in the factory. The algorithm creates the shapes based on the location and size of the area defined in the CMSD file and adds them to the simulation animation window. To allow the real time visualization of the model execution, the algorithm associates every shape with the corresponding object defined during the automatic generation of the model. Figure 4 shows the rendered layout corresponding to the logic network shown in Figure 2.

The algorithm also creates buttons in the layout to allow going to the next level of resolution. The next level of resolution for the machines is the statechart of the agent based representation of the machine. The next level of resolution for storage areas is the corresponding Delay block. Using these buttons, a user can examine the animation at the next resolution level and check the current state of a machine. The addition of this capability in AnyLogic required some custom coding. AnyLogic runs an internal routine to display the blocks that have been built using the GUI. This routine cannot be overwritten to provide capabilities to
display agents and blocks that have been automatically built. Since the software does allow overwriting the code of the button function, the button function code was overwritten to specify the agent that should be displayed using each button.

![Diagram of the machine shop](image)

**Figure 4**: 2D representation of the machine shop.

### 4.6 Data Output Interface

The execution of the machine shop model with the machine level models activated generates MTConnect data streams on demand. MTConnect is an XML-based standard to represent monitoring data collected from machines. The MTConnect files contain information such as the tool position and the power demand values for every 100 milliseconds. Users can use a provided checkbox to generate the MTConnect files at desired times or over desired durations. An MTConnect file can be generated for each part processed in each machine.

### 4.7 Execution of the algorithm

The execution of the model runs the algorithm to automatically build the logic network, the required machine level models, and the 2D representation of the scenario. Once the model and the representation of the scenario are built, the source block starts creating the batches. The generation of blocks, layout, and the animation can be watched in real time. The animation can be visualized using the layout or the logic network. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the execution of the model using the layout. In the figure, each batch shown as a rectangle has ten parts represented by colored dots. As a part is processed it turns from red to blue. As may be noticed from the figure, a machine can have only one batch at any time while the storage areas can have multiple batches. The checkbox for initiating generation of MTConnect data can be seen on the top left of the figure.

### 5 VALIDATION CHALLENGES

Simulation models need to be validated before their results can be used. The challenges of validation of simulation models have been discussed extensively in literature. A large part of the validation literature has focused on quantifying the intrinsic uncertainty of the model, that is, uncertainty based on the variabilities defined for the input data for modeled stochastic phenomena. Barton and Schruben (1993) pointed out the need to consider the impact of extrinsic uncertainty, introduced due to the inability to capture the input data variabilities correctly. There has been a lot of work to model input uncertainty since the 1993 paper. Barton (2012) discussed the leading methods for quantifying input uncertainty.
Each simulation model has to be validated carefully including the impact of intrinsic and extrinsic uncertainties. All the physics-based process models have to be validated against real machine processes and their ranges of applicability defined. The current two process level models for turning and milling have been validated to varying degrees as defined in Jain et al. (2015) and Lechevalier et al. (2015) respectively. Similarly, machine level and factory level models have to be validated and their ranges of applicability defined. The multi-resolution model results in stacking of uncertainties across the multiple levels of resolution. The outputs of the process level model have uncertainties. The output of the process level model becomes one of the inputs for the machine level model. The outputs of machine level model thus include uncertainties emanating from all its inputs including the machining time provided by the process level model, and the variabilities defined in the batch and part set up and ejection times. This continues further up to the outputs of the cell level model that include uncertainties due to operation times from the machine level coming as inputs. The impact of stacking of uncertainties needs to be understood and quantified before the virtual factory and other multi-resolution models can be used to support decision making in industry.

6 CONCLUSION

The paper described the next step in a long term effort to build virtual factories corresponding to real factories. Previous reports of the work described the ad hoc implementation of a multi-resolution model of a virtual factory corresponding to a small machining shop. This step of the work reported on the automatic generation of the virtual factory model for the machining shop using inputs based on standards. The automated generation capability needs to be enhanced to handle larger more complex scenarios. When fully implemented the automated generation capability should help increase the use of virtual factory simulations and in turn help the move toward realization of initiatives such as smart manufacturing and Industrie 4.0.

Future work includes enhancement in the model, inputs, and outputs. The model and the interface need to be enhanced for handling more complex scenarios. The machine level model library needs to grow to include more manufacturing machines and processes. The capability to read in the current status possibly based on ISA-95 standard from a warm start to the model is being contemplated. Additional capabilities for generating output data particularly at the cell and factory level possibly based on ISA-95 standard are
planned. Once the concept is well developed and issues understood in the single software environment
provided by AnyLogic, integration with component models in other software via a distributed simulation
mechanism may also be explored.
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